
Photo Contest Permission Form to grant FUR SHOULD FLY the 
rights to use the photos submitted to the contest.

The undersigned hereby agrees as follows;

!.  I understand that by signing this agreement I am giving my 
permission for Fur Should Fly to use my photo submission that I 
provided to them.  

2. My photo submission will not be compensated in any way including 
monetarily. I understand if I am a winner of the contest I will receive a 
t-shirt with a Fur Should Fly artist design of my choice, shipped to the 
address I provide free of cost. I also understand that Fur Should Fly will 
make a donation to my rescue of choice in my best animal friend’s 
name. I will be responsible for providing the name of the rescue 
organization and contact information. All rescue organizations will need
to be a non- profit and provide documentation.

3. If Fur Should Fly chooses at their discretion to add a caption on the 
photo that was submitted, it will be created by Fur Should Fly and I am 
giving them permission to create that caption.  

4.  I will provide information about the animal in the photo, which may 
be used in announcements on social media.  This information should 
include the animal’s name and a short description of the animal. I 
understand that the photo I submitted will be released at the discretion
of Fur Should Fly.

5.  I agree to email a signed copy of this permission form with in a 
week of being notified that my photo was selected as the winner in the
Fur Should Fly contest.  I further agree to follow that up by sending a 
hard copy in the mail.  If for any reason I fail to send the hard copy the 
emailed signed copy will be binding.

6. By signing this permission form I acknowledge that I am the owner 
of the photo submitted for the contest.

Agreed to and accepted this day of   
________________________________________      

Owner of FUR SHOULD FLY 
________________________________________________________________



Owner of photo 
submission____________________________________________________________
_____

Photo submission provided 
by______________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________
_________________________


